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District 13 Board meeting number 3, Friday 3 and Saturday 4, May 2019  
Venue: Eglės Sanatorija, Birštonas, Lithuania 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Present:  Dorte Olesen, Governor 
 Jane Bordal, Lieutenant governor  
 Ellen Skartvedt, Treasurer  
 Aase Schmidt, Area Director Area 01  
 Rasa Birutiene, Area Director Area 02 
 Thóra Ákadóttir, Area Director Area 03  
 Elin Hetland Mong, Area Director Area 04 
 Berit Birkelund, Secretary  
 
Governor Dorte Olesen welcomes us all to this meeting no. 3, pointing out that we have a full agenda with many 
points for discussion and input from all board members is very important.  
 
1. Approval of the agenda  

Agenda approved. 
 

2. Approval of the minutes from meeting number 2 
Dorte sent the Draft minutes by email 14 January 2019. No comments have been received. 
Minutes approved. 
 

3. Report on the progress with the planning for the district conference 2019   
including discussions on: 

 how the ADs are stimulating participation and if further ideas have come up at the Area level that should be 
taken into account 
 
Dorte and Berit both work in the district conference committee – D13CC - together with representatives 
from all the 4 old clubs in Copenhagen. The four clubs are all very active, and a lot is going on, but there are 
still a lot of tasks to do. 
 
About stimulating Zontians to participate in the meeting? 
Area 01 is very active in calling attention to the District Conference, and it  
is expected that a large number of members from the Danish clubs will participate in the event. 
Already several members from Area 02 have signed up. At least five from Marijampolè, four from Vilnius and 
a couple from Alytus will participate – maybe a few more. 
The clubs in Area 02 talk a lot about the event, and the expected number of participants is satisfactory in 
relation to the total membership in area. 
Area 04: Many Norwegian members are probably waiting for the final program before they will sign up. 
Area 03: There are many members that are interested from Iceland.  
Dorte presented the preliminary program of the Conference and business sessions (distributed to all board 
members at the meeting). 
There will be no workshops as an integrated part of the business sessions, time does not allow it now that 
we shall have a one-hour Open Forum. As an option there will be workshops prior to the conference on 
Thursday 12 September 2019 at 09.00-16:00. 
There will be one workshop in the morning and two different ones in the afternoon. 
We are aware that not everyone will be able to participate on Thursday, but we hope to achieve a 
reasonable number of participants.  
At the leadership workshop in the afternoon the treasurer of Area 01 is intended to participate to put special 
focus on the function and tasks of the treasurers in the Zonta organization, an how this task can be 
supported by the Zonta International Leadership materials (the e-learning items available on zonta.org).  
 
In the afternoon, the UN and CoE Committee will have a workshop focusing on how Zonta International can 
influence the UN and Council of Europe. 
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Dorte tells that there will be room for up to 280 people to participate, and our stated goal is to get about 200 
participants, 20% of the total membership. However we set the breakeven for the budget a little lower. 
 

 Inspiration from other districts as gathered by Governor through exchange of ideas between the governors: 

 ”Great girls meet great women” event in connection with DC, for Z and Golden Z club members and 
Zonta scholarship awardees – it would be good if the ADs in District 13 also encourage clubs to be in 
touch with former scholarship recipients 

 Panel with ADs and CCs to inspire and hear suggestions from all members 

 Renaming of a square in Dijon – from “Place de l’Europe” to “Place de Simone Veil” 

 Have the ZI Board Liaison arrive on bicycle through pedestrian streets – Zonta on Tour 

 Local Flag ceremony 

 Memorial Ceremony before award presentations 

 "The 1. Zonta Young Forum“ on Saturday, 12 October in Ghent, Belgium. The organisers are inviting all 
awardees, Z and Golden Z members and young women interested in Zonta up to 29 years 

 Historic video film about the District 

 Keynote speech open to the public 

 Workshops on how to attract new members, how to get women into technology 

 Presenting the Centennial Awards also to the country winners at the District Conference 
 
Celebrate the Past, appreciate the Present, build the Future : 

 "Women who fly high": panel of 3 inspiring speakers with excellent carrier records in aerospace and 
aeronautics; 

  "Honor the past" , length of membership awards, 

  "Build the future" :  

 Name an Unsung Hero ( name change to Unsung Member) where clubs send in a name of a Member 
who has contributed so much to empowering women and girls. 

 Bring old badges and name tags – also old bags from former conferences 

 Use the Zonta 100 anniversary quotes as bumpers between presentations and during breaks. 

 Having a professional photographer with a booth and shooting pictures throughout the event. 

 Having Marian de Forest answer questions about the way Zonta has developed. 

 Having a specific ZIF area and something to sell there. 

 Each club marching in at the opening session. 

 5 Zontians who will read a letter from the past (dressed in the clothes of that time). These letters will be 
about major events in (women's) history, famous Zontians, achievements etcetera. The last letter will 
also give a glimpse in the future 
 

Dorte has considered the idea of a ”Great girls meet great women” event, but we don’t have a big group of 
awardees in D13. This is one of the nuts we need to crack – to get more contact to younger women. 
 
“Open forum” at the Conference:  we must have this. It is going to be co-chaired by the International Board 
liaison, it will last 1 hour and topics my be coming fra ZI.  
Jane emphasizes that is important to hear and discuss Zonta-matters – what are we doing and why? 
 
We agree to make the final decision on who is to be in the panel when we know more about the topics. 
 
“Local Flag ceremony” – Presentation of city banners? Can we manage to do this? It is an interesting idea. 
 
The 1

st
 European Zonta Young Forum Conference is to be held in Ghent, Belgium, on October 12, 2019, for 

committed young women between 19-29 years old. We agree that this is an excellent idea. 
Aase suggests that each area could support by sending at least one young Zontian to participate in the event. 
 
District winners of the centennial awards will be presented at the conference.  
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What about the Area winners of the country centennial awards? Aase is now making an extra effort to get 
more proposal from the clubs.  
Rasa informs that the 11 nominees from Area 02 will be presented at the Lithuanian Centennial Conference 
held later today and get a diploma and a gift. Of these, 2 are finally getting the Zonta International Country 
Centennial Award.  
Elin reports that  Area 04 have not decided anything yet. They will take action and include in the 
considerations the Norwegian nominees for the District Centennial Award.  
 
Dorte points out that also clubs can also nominate and give awards themselves. The official ZI country award 
has to be to non-zontians (organization or person).  
Thora states that Area 03 has a centennial committee, with members from all clubs, and that they actually 
have a meeting tomorrow. The ceremony will take place at 8 November in Reykjavik. There are 2 nominees.  
 

 The proposals for three bylaws changes received at this point in time and what is being done about them. 
During the business sessions at the D13C there will be discussions of bylaws proposals. A) and b) below have 
been mailed to the D13 Bylaws Committee for further comments and consideration. 
 
a) Suggestion to add a new Women in Technology Committee in D13 bylaws §7. Aim to mirror the ZI-

committees on districts level. 
b) Suggestion to have half membership fee for D13 for members below 30 years - like for membership fee 

to ZI. 
c) A Resolution proposal from Eva Nielsen to ensure more openness in ZI Board works and decisions. 

Proposals for changing ZI bylaws. The resolution is to be confirmed by a vote in Area 01, which will send 
the proposal for the District meeting. Dorte will send it to the board members. 

 
Dorte points out that c) is about transparency in general, to ensure a high level of information for all 
interested members. It is important that we ensure full support from the areas if we want to present c) as a 
proposal at Convention. ZI Board is already working hard at ensuring more transparency, this would take it a 
step further.  
 
From Area 01 Dorte has received a question about the ZI Bylaws Article XIV (b) in relation to GDPR (the 
general data protection regulation for all EU countries). Legal experts in Area 01 consider it a problem that 
bylaws stipulate that a membership committee must provide a list of names of all candidates. Dorte has 
asked our International Board Liaison to bring the question to the ZI board. This could be a problem for 
everyone in EU. If we want to propose a specific change in the Bylaws we need to prepare a proposal for a 
revised text. However right now Dorte is waiting for a reaction from the ZI Board Liaison. 
 

 Should we propose a certain amount of money set aside in the budget for district committee work? 
  
If we want to have active committees, we may have an account to cover some travel costs? 
Today you can meet at Skype etc. and it should be more accessible to keep in contact. Perhaps we should put 
economy into one single physical meeting through the biennium? 
UN Committee have asked for a grant to travel to CSW in New York. 
 
We postponed the discussion to after the agenda item 7. 
 

4. Coffee break – we jump to agenda item 7 to finished item 3 
 

7. Report from Governor on the activities in the district committees (except the Membership Committee)  
and the few still open places, followed by discussion on the optimal interaction between these committees and 
the area boards and committees. 

 The District Board (DB) went through the activities of all the committees and where there could be a need for 
financial aid. In a few cases, more members were found to ensure that the committees would have 
representatives from all four areas. It was noted that some committees are very active whereas some have not 
yet really started to function.  
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        It was noted that The Leadership Development Committee is planning two half-day workshops on Thursday, 
September 12, before the District Conference, one on general leadership development and one on the e-learning 
modules on zonta.org. 
The committee works with the toolbox – to secure professional Zonta-leaders. It should be a goal to develop and 
modernize the tools – with a focus on leadership in the organization. Tips and tricks that can be helpful for 
incoming Club Presidents, Area Directors and Treasurers. 
 
Thora emphasized that things must be made simple and easy to understand, not too complicated since the Club 
Presidents are in office for only two years. 
 
There must be focus on the culture of the organization and the leaders. The tools must be understandable from 
the beginning.  We find it very important that we get work and activity in the group. 
This may be one of the Committees that need financial support to get the opportunity to meet face-to-face. 
 
It was also noted that the Foundation Ambassadors need to be at least partially financed to travel around in 
their respective areas. 
It is new that we have more than one Foundation Ambassador, however the experience has been that it is  
difficult to take care of more than one area, and some other districts also have one per area. The service 
committee is formed by the Foundation Ambassadors. 
 
It was noted that the YWPA committee just received 14 applications, one from each of the Areas 02-04 and  11 
from area 01.  They have been working and found the winner by joint evaluation. 
The winner this year came from ZC Aarhus I, Area 01. The Norwegian nominee from ZC Oslo was a very close 
number 2. The committee had carried out its work via Skype, phone calls and mail.  
 
It was noted that the Jane M Klausman Women in Business Committee is working right now, application 
deadline for the district is June 1, and it seems this can well be done remotely. 

 
It was noted that the new Women in Technology scholarship Committee is a very active committee. They have 
sent materials to ADs and clubs asking which clubs will be active to do something? The process is going on. Will 
there be any Area awards? Aase informed the DB that there was an ongoing web-voting on this in Area 01. The 
committee seems to work well on a distance basis. 
 
It was noted that the Amelia Earhart Fellowships Committee is different from the other scholarship committees 
as the applications are going directly to ZI, so there is no evaluation task. In the future there may be more focus 
on doing some events/activities in the Amelia Earhart month of January. The committee is active in approaching 
relevant university departments to encourage applications. There does not seem to be a need for financial 
support. 
 
It was noted that the Advocacy Committee still lacks some members and no travel costs are foreseen. 
 
It was noted that the Centennial Anniversary Committee is a quite active committee with Skype calls, and each 
member has a coordinating role in her Area, interacting with the clubs. The chair Ragna Karlsdottir is also 
Centennial Anniversary Endowment Coordinator . We do not have any signals that this committee needs 
financial support. 
 
It was noted that the Membership Committee has been working with getting more information about the 
membership development in the four areas and Zonta’s Why – see also below under agenda item 10. There 
might be basis for some financial aid to ensure a face-to-face meeting of this important committee at least once 
every biennium. 
 
It was noted that the for our district new Z and Golden Z Committee may be one of the Committees that need 
finance to get the opportunity to meet face-to-face. 
Our district has none of these clubs. There was once a single Golden Z club in Area 01, but after some years it was 
closed down, it proved difficult to make a transition from the first set of members to the next. Some districts 
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have great success and value from these youth clubs, and Chair of this committee Spiwe Rønning has been quite 
enthusiastic about trying to form a Z or Golden Z Club in Norway. However she needs support, and we need for 
clubs to understand the concept better. The DB thinks this committee could be important and Aase will take care 
to find a member from Area 01 to the committee. 
 
It was noted that the UN and CoE Committee is a very active committee, and has already published two 
newsletters. They are arranging an afternoon workshop for the District Conference. 
They also plan to arrange a study tour to Council of Europe in 2020. 
This committee needs some financial aid to travel. CSW in New York and other interesting activities/meetings 
where their participation could be relevant. 
 
It was noted that the Bylaws Committee is expected to work remotely and has an important task in helping to 
keep the District, Area and Club Bylaws up to date. 
 
It was noted that the PR Committee has started work. Materials from ZI are being distributed to Club PR officers 
and to some degree translated into all 4 languages - for use by the clubs in all 4 areas. They will also handle PR in 
connection with the District Conference. There does not seem a specific need for travel money here. 
 
It was noted that the Nominating Committee members were elected at the District Meeting 2017. 
They are working very actively - have sent out information with a call for candidates who can be nominated for 
election at the District Meeting. They have not asked for travel money and seem to function well remotely.  
 
 
General closing debate 
We have noted that the needs of the committees are quite different. Some committees can function very well 
just using email and Skype/Messenger for communication and collaboration. Other committees could benefit 
quite a bit from being able to meet face-to-face at least once during the biennium, or go on trips to international 
events where they would meet like-minded Zontians from other districts and get inspiration and exchange of 
experience. 
It should be noted that the type and number of committees are the same as at ZI level and there is direct contact 
fra ZI level to District level.  
 
The following questions were discussed: 
Could some committees be merged – for example, the committees that handle the work with scholarships? Pros 
and cons for this were discussed, the cons being for example that different types of institutions may well warrant 
different approaches, and that the present one-to-one correspondence with ZI Committees makes the 
communication with Zonta International a lot simpler – otherwise one committee would have to communicate 
with several ZI Committees at the same time.  
Should all committees be given equal budgets, if we were to find some money? The answer to this seemed a 
clear “no” – there is a big variation in tasks and needs for face-to-face meetings. 
Conclusion 
Ellen and Berit look into the budget with a view to preparing a proposal for amounts and guidelines for 
distribution, so that some committees can perhaps in the future have a certain modest budget for meeting face-
to-face or going to international meetings. 
 
 

5. Reports from ADs on the Centennial Activities in the different areas, including special info from the Club 
Presidents in Lithuania, if they are able to come. Also containing: how we can best share e.g. the “Banko and 
Bubbles” idea and the entire checklist for such an event made by ZC Aarhus II 
 
The topic to be discussed under agenda item 8. 
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6. Report from Governor on the contacts to Centennial Award Winners, 
 including a Decision item: should centennial award winners just have the ZI Diploma and the travel costs covered 
– or should there also be say 10.000 DKK as a money award? (Possibly with the demand that it is to go to a good 
cause, in Lithuania maybe the cause of the organization?) 
 
The topic is discussed under agenda item 11. 
 
 

8. Reports from the Area Directors  
– including from the Area Meetings, on the status of the Centennial activities in each area and the membership 
development – half an hour for each of Areas 2-4, and three quarters of an hour for Area 1, plus 15 minutes open 
discussion. 
 
Area 01 measures progress relative to the ZI Goals that have also been adopted by the District. 
 

 Regarding Goal 1: The work with YWPA has produced good results. Many clubs are keen to do this work. 

 Regarding Goal 3:  Zonta - "the invisible organization"? 

 The Centennial Committee of Area 01 makes the proposals for activities of celebrating the 100th 
anniversary. 

 ZC Esbjerg disbanded: The Area 01 Membership Committee has made a big effort for 2 years to help this 
club recruit new younger members, but at a recent meeting 15 out of 16 members voted to close the 
club. AD Aase had visited the club and discussed different possibilities for new recruitments to 
supplement a small core of continuing members. Unfortunately, the members could not be convinced 
that this was realistic. Zonta may well attempt to start a new club in Esbjerg when the old one closes.  

 ZC Køge struggling: This club used to have many active members, but right now only 6 members are left. 
AD Aase tries to help as a process consultant. The club needs financial support from the district's 
struggling club account - perhaps for professional team building assistance. 

 A new club has been established: Zonta Copenhagen Multicultural - a good mix of members with 
backgrounds from different countries and different jobs. Two experienced Zontians have transferred 
from ZC Copenhagen I, the rest of the members are new to Zonta. 

 
 
Area 02 gave a presentation with the following points:  
 

 All members are dedicated to the work for the district (and international) goals and the clubs carry out 
local projects in accordance with the goals.  

 The clubs achieve good publicity in the local press. This results in great visibility and publicity. 
Knowledge of Zonta in Lithuania has increased. 

 Often the same projects are continued for several years - this increases the knowledge of Zonta in the 
local areas. 

 Right now, it feels like we are one big club - thanks to the preparations for celebrating the 100th 
anniversary.  

 There is good communication between the clubs. 

 Would like to work for the establishment of another club - maybe in Kaunas. 

 The prepared presentation of 100 Lithuanian women will be published on the website. 
 

 
Area 03 gave a presentation: 
 

 Meeting with all club presidents every year - area meeting only every two years 

 Great use of meetings via Skype  

 One joint meeting north and south each year. 

 ZC Embla celebration 35 years anniversary also had guests from most other clubs. 

 A survey has been conducted with usable results. Generally, wish for shorter meetings / club evenings. 
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 Area Meeting 2019: good lectures about coping with difficult life crises and a fine presentation about 
advocacy. 

 March 8 there was an event where more than 100 people met at the lunch break. There were good  

 speakers and the income from paid entrance goes to a local organization with the purpose of preventing 
violence against women. 

 Maybe rather work on getting more members in existing clubs than on creating new clubs? 

 Maybe a new club can be established in Selfoss. 

 ZC Isafjordur: the club president has announced a change of her membership to ZC Embla, and the 
future of the club is uncertain. 

 
The possibility of transforming ZC Isafjördur into an e-club was discussed. AD Thora is in mail correspondence 
with the members about this as well as other possibilities. It has earlier been attempted to start an e-club from 
scratch in Iceland, this was not successful, but let's look at this opportunity with a core of members from the 
existing club, it can generally be a good idea for an area with large distances. 
We do not have any e-clubs in D13 yet, but Dorte points out that in other districts the concept has been 
successful. Finland has e-clubs – they carry out projects and the members participate at international meetings – 
they do not meet physically in the club, but they have good communication via Skype, mails and SoMe. 
We need to listen to younger people for changes in this direction.. 
Could it be mixed with the normal clubs, so that they have e-members? 
What about an e-club covering the entire Area?  
 
Area 04 gave a presentation.  
 

 Due to the large distances and expensive transport between the clubs - only one big area meeting is 
held every two years. The other one is held together with the District Conference. Meetings with club 
presidents take place every year.  

 For the same reason, the board and its members largely use communication via Skype and Messenger - 
for example there are at present members from Vigrestad, Sandnes and Trondheim. 

 One of the most important issues for AD Elin is to create and secure a good club culture.  
 
 

9. Lunch break 
 

10. 13:00 – 13:30 Report from Lt. Governor on the work in the Membership Committee and the collaboration with 
ZI Membership Committee. A view on the global membership development and the drive from ZI for getting 
more individual members. 
 
Lt. Governor Jane gave a presentation: 

How do we frame the goals? 

 Engagement and retainment of members is important.  

 What is it actually all about? 

 Spend time in the club for the mission. 

 Sometimes there seems to be too much focus on operations and paperwork for a small administration. 
Growth and recruitment 

 Why are we here? 

 A lot of focus at profession – is loosened up – all professions and all levels are welcome 

 We have to meet demands from younger women 

 July report on membership numbers will probably show a result below the target, right now we are 
actually doing well in the official Zonta International membership statistics, above target. 

Communication and interaction 

 There are many new ways to communicate. 

 Who should teach members to use these tools? 

 Each area should look into this matter 

 Perhaps a fourth workshop "Skype Intro" should be offered to the conference? 
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 The question of the possibility of individual membership / e-members is discussed in many contexts. 

 Can we do something different? 

 Many young people do not find it attractive to be bound to attend a monthly meeting. It collides with 
other interests and agreements. To spend a long evening must provide value. 

 Could it be possible to sign up as an e-member in a traditional club? We need to find several different 
ways to get people to sign up. Other members still need to meet and appreciate the social interaction. 

 
Individual membership and e-membership are not the same. Officially, e-members of traditional clubs do not 
exist. ZC Oslo tries to include members without duties. They receive invitations to projects and events to which 
they can participate, but they have no obligation to attend club meetings. It has not yet been decided whether 
the price of membership should be the same. 
Potential risk of losing ordinary members should be observed. It is also important to ensure the good club culture 
– nobody wants to be in a place where they do not feel welcome. 
 
ZI pushes on in the promotion of individual memberships. 
We should think about: How do our daughters interact? 
There has been a shift in the way to find solutions and answers, but younger people still need to meet physically. 
 
Could we learn from Finland? 
They have many clubs - also clubs in small towns. If you can find some “key women” who bring the club to life, 
many others would like to join. 
They also have e-clubs - here are young members. They work together and keep in touch in different ways and 
meet physically when traveling to the international meetings. They also perform fundraising online. 
 

 
11. District Centennial Awards  

– should they be accompanied by a monetary prize of say 10.000 DKK? Can we afford it, and if yes, do we want to 
put strings on the usage? 

 
Agreement with the winner from Area 02 is in place. She will come to Copenhagen and receive the award. 
We haven't heard anything from the number one Danish nominee – we intend to send a polite reminder. 
Will likely depend on her busy calendar, the time schedule and maybe the month of September is simply not very 
good. We have a backup, but time is now running short. 
 
Should centennial award winners just have the ZI Diploma and the travel costs covered – or should there also be 
a money award?  
 
Decision 
In the D13 budget we have allocated DKK 25.000 to "Centennial Anniversary".  
The award winners will receive DKK 10.000 each, with the demand that it is to go to a good cause in accordance 
with the mission of Zonta, in Lithuania the cause of the organization.  
The remaining DKK 5000 must cover the costs to travel and accommodation – there is an amount for this 
purpose at the conference budget, too. 
 
 

12. The District 13 website and the new Facebook page – how can we get clubs to use the club pages more, how can 
we stimulate the use of our common D13 Facebook page (in English) and how can we improve communications 
in general? 

 
D13 has only recently gotten a Facebook page. The page is open for everyone to write messages. It was agreed to 
start using the new District 13 Facebook page quite a bit more. All members of the PR committee will be asked to 
become editors. 
 
Some Areas have had Facebook pages for a while. Some members are very active Facebook users; others use it 
to some extent and some do not use it at all. 
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It is suggested that a link to Tilmeld.dk should be posted on Facebook – so everyone easily and quickly can get to 
the registration for the conference. 
 
Can we use the website more actively?  
How do we encourage that the clubs which do not use the website themselves will visit the D13 website? 
It is proposed that all members should be encouraged to sign up for the newsletters, and that we always 
remember to put a link to the website, every time we approach members per e-mail. 
 

13. Coffee break 
 
14. Newsletters from Governor and District Committees – are they actually read and used, or are they in fact 

outdated and should be replaced my short news on Facebook and other SoMe?  
 

The UN and CoE Committee have sent out two newsletters this biennium – they are published at the website. 
Similarly, the two released Governors Newsletters are published at the website. 
 
It is noted that at SoMe like Facebook it should only be headlines /short news. 
 

15. Experiences with using LinkedIn – have the areas had active usage of LinkedIn groups, and if yes – what is the 
experience? 

 
LinkedIn is generally not used. Area 01 has tried without great success, Area 03, 04 and Area 02 does not use it. 
 
 

16. Any other business. 
 

Could we use Office 365 and OneDrive - as a place for documents to share and archive? 
It could be a good and useful cooperation space. Maybe better to use than Dropbox? 
Ellen and Jane will look at a possible solution including finances – and presenting a proposal to the board. 

 
 


